Three Approaches to
Making Monotypes by
Degas:

Monotypes
inspired by Degas

1. Painting and Making Marks Directly
onto the ‘Plate’

Degas’s search for artistic style and study of the
world through fine art processes and “technical
experimentation,” makes him an ideal artist to
study.

After a career spanning over half a century,
Degas died in September 1917, in his eightythird year. A remarkable range of work –
paintings, pastels, drawings, watercolours,
prints of different types, counterproofs and
sculptures in bronze and wax - reveal Degas’s
fascination with technical experimentation and

“L’Avenue du Bois” – The Avenue of Trees in the Bois du
Boulogne, by Degas, Edgar; French artist, 1834-1917; Black
carbon ink on India paper, height 118mm, width 161mm, circa
1880. Courtesy of the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge

constant drive to expand his means of
expression. Degas’s work includes–
nudes, café scenes and the dance – as
well as his individual approach to
landscape painting. Degas’s lifelong
passion for learning from others is
revealed in a series of copies he made
after works by Italian Renaissance
artists and near-contemporaries such
as J.-A.-D. Ingres and Eugène
Delacroix. His worked influenced many
artists in the 20th and 21st centuries,
notably in the work of Walter Sickert,
Pablo Picasso, Lucian Freud, Frank
Auerbach, R.B. Kitaj, Ryan Gander and
Francis Bacon.

This approach was probably most typical
of Degas’s approach to making a
monotype.
The ink which he used was known as
‘encre graisse,’ which translates as
‘greasy ink,’ but he sometimes used
paint in his prints too.
Loose, impulsive strokes are painted
directly onto the plate and tonal contrast
further enhanced by the removal of ink,
in places to create Chiaroscuro effects.

You Will Need:
•
A ‘plate’ – Degas would have most
likely used an aluminium plate but
acetate is perfect for
monoprinting.
•
Printing inks – Degas would have
used rich oil-based ink.
•
Mark making tools – paint
brushes, scrapers (like old credit
cards), pencils etc.
•
Rags
•
Newsprint – plenty of it!
•
An assortment of paper including
coloured sugar paper, black and
white cartridge paper\

2. Removing and Reducing
A slight variation on the process above, is
working on fully inked up plate and removing
areas, so more like an etching process. The
marks, textures and lines get ‘etched’ directly
onto the plate. Further ink is removed with a
rag.

Above
Reducing and removing ink

Saules et Peupliers – ‘Willows and Poplars’ – monotype, c. 1876 by Lepic,
Ludovic Napoléon, 1839-1889. Courtesy of the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge

3. Masking
Mono-printing is a perfect technique for
introducing looking at the ‘negative’
and ‘positive’ in printmaking.
A very easy way to start to build a print
is experimentation with masking up
areas over the ink. The print will
consist of the positive areas which
have picked up the ink.
Chanteuse du Café-Concert, by Degas Edgar – Black
carbon ink on India paper, height 138mm, width 182mm,
1877. Courtesy of the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge

Below right
Masking with paper

Although ‘mono’ does mean
one print, Degas (and some
other printmakers) sometimes
pulled a second impression,

which he often then worked on using
pastel and other materials. These are
called ‘cognates.’
The key point being that mono-printing
is a process that needs vast amounts of
play and experimentation to achieve
effective results. It’s the perfect process
for producing happy accidents which
then go on to inform the creation of the
next image, but the process can be
frustrating if one is too prescriptive if
expectations for the finished results are
too defined. In other words, there is no
right or wrong approach and the more
play and experimentation brought into

the process, the steeper the learning and most
effective the outcomes.
As its name suggests, ‘mono,’ single, or one
off, so unlike other forms of printmaking is not
about making multiple images, but monoprinting is the ideal process for the rapid
production of original prints.

Choose a Degas monotype from the
sheets or from the screen and draw
using the prompts below. Begin
with a ‘static’ work and then a
‘dynamic’ work. How you interpret
this is up to you. Do a number of
drawings from which you will then
begin to create your monotype
print.

Aproaches to Drawing 1

Approaches to Drawing 2

1. Look and draw your subject in the time it takes
to inhale and exhale one breath.
2. Draw your subject with your non-dominant
hand.
3. Draw your chosen subject in a continuous line
without taking your pencil or pen off of the
paper. Draw your chosen subject in five lines.
4. Draw your chosen subject in three lines.
5. Hold your pencil or pen lightly from the top (with
all five fingers) and dangle it over the paper
drawing your subject.
6. Look at your subject and draw it without
looking at the paper. No cheating!
7. Draw your subject in dots and specks.
8. Draw your subject in scrapes and slices.
9. Draw the outline of your subject in one, strong
gesture.
10. Draw your subject without blinking.
11. Draw your subject’s shadow.
12. Draw your subject from inside out with no
outline or contour at all (use only shading).

1.

Draw your chosen subject in a
continuous line.
2. Draw your chosen subject in five lines.
3. Draw your chosen subject in three
lines.
4. Look at your subject and draw it
without looking at the paper.
5. Draw your subject in dots and specks.
6. Draw your subject in scrapes and
slices.
7. Draw the outline of your subject in one,
strong gesture.
8. Draw your subject without blinking.
9. Draw your subject’s shadow.
10. Draw your subject from inside out with
no outline or contour at all.

